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trombonist nathan dishman introduces the world premiere of launy grndahl’s concerto for trombone and orchestra in this premiere
concert. tune in to hear maestro brian szabo and this special world premiere of concerto for trombone and orchestra on friday,

december 3 at 8:00 pm, and watch the live simulcast stream, live-streamed at seattle symphony (http://live.seattlesymphony.org).
trombonist nathan dishman introduces the world premiere of launy grndahl’s concerto for trombone and orchestra in this premiere

concert. tune in to hear maestro brian szabo and this special world premiere of concerto for trombone and orchestra on friday,
december 3 at 8:00 pm, and watch the live simulcast stream, live-streamed at seattle symphony (http://live.seattlesymphony.org). the

matter is settled only at the beginning of his studies with anton bloch he spends two years in the royal academy of music, which has the
final responsibility over a members work. after a break from the academy grndahls career follows the pattern of a successful concert

life. he has the opportunity to play with many famous pianists in scandinavia and abroad, play world premieres of most exciting
concerti, and appear in most orchestral ensembles of the time. at the academy, where he studied for a decade, grndahls teachers

include axel gade, brochmand, and dohna. he is strongly influenced by dohna, the most important of grndahls teachers in copenhagen.
his works shows a typical dohna interpretation characterized by a warm, rich tone color; a fine lyricism of expression; a love of folk

music and a genuine love for the orchestra. when it comes to grndahls chamber music, though, he has a practical approach, as befits a
dedicated violinist. chamber music is meant to serve primarily for the teaching of new violinists. in all his chamber music he shows an

unquenchable love for the violin, and his violinist friends. his works are influenced mainly by arnold bax, anton arensky, alexander
scriabin and richard strauss. with his first work, the concerto for trombone and orchestra in g minor, grndahls goal was the

establishment of a new orchestral work and the realization of the first formal cello concerto for which he gives the solo part. this
concerto was premiered in 1939 in copenhagen by the danish premiere of otto klemperer. [6]
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the second work is a collage of ephemeral, fragmented images, orchestrated and played by a gamelan. the title is taken from the first
movement of the sukata by indonesian composer i gusti. the piece opens with a view of rangda, the goddess of time, brushing the past
away. the music progresses in uncoordinated, sometimes frenetic passages, punctuated by the intermittent explosion of a solo gamelan
trumpet. the piece closes with the sound of thunder and concludes with a lightning bolt, heralding rangda and ushering in the new cycle

of time. (resume updated by concerto committee in 2016 from reliable online sources.) sustained notes, melodic layering and
transposing over an ethereal romantic harmonic backdrop make this work ideal for tonal adventures of any shape. it truly speaks to the

listener with its brilliantly polished and polished presentation. audra makes a model of clarity and wit. the piece is a sign of the
composer gaining more confidence and a different angle of sight, a view from the outside, an understanding of what something is and

how it works. you can hear this in audra' s flowing lines and in her work with the piano. she is the master of expression and the capacity
to convey her work in a way other than her own music. she creates a certain unity in her music by her imaginative use of musical

language. (resume updated by concerto committee in 2016 from reliable online sources.) an altissimo closing note and blazing glissando
of the percussion and a final fiery flourish from the soloists mark the conclusion of the piece. it is a joyful finale that will provoke a

reaction of jubilation or of a more contemplative, reflective mood. 5ec8ef588b
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